Insights from Supreme Audit Institutions

Report 4 in PASAI’s Accountability and Transparency Series

How effective are Pacific SAIs in supporting good governance, accountability, transparency, and integrity in a changing world?
Who we are and what we do

The Pacific Association of Supreme Audit Institutions (PASAI) is the official association of supreme audit institutions (SAIs) in the Pacific region. PASAI is one of the seven regional organisations belonging to the International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI).

PASAI has a total of 29 SAI members, of which 20 SAI members are developing Pacific Island nations spread across three sub-regions, two non-recipient SAI members are nations supported by France, and seven are audit offices from New Zealand and Australia, at federal and state level. PASAI promotes transparent, accountable, effective, and efficient use of public sector resources in the Pacific. It works across the Pacific and helps its member SAIs to improve the quality of public sector auditing in the Pacific to recognised high standards.

PASAI is governed by a Charter, which sets out the roles and responsibilities of the PASAI Congress, Governing Board, Secretary-General, and Chief Executive. The Governing Board represents members from across the three sub-regions of the Pacific (Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia) and the members from supporting countries in the region (Australia, New Zealand, and the French-supported SAIs of New Caledonia and French Polynesia). The Secretary-General’s role is currently held by the Auditor-General of New Zealand, who provides oversight of the activities of the Secretariat on behalf of the Governing Board and Congress in between meetings. The PASAI Secretariat is located in Auckland, New Zealand.

From inception, PASAI members agree to work together on the following basis:

a. The autonomy and independence of each member are to be respected and preserved.
b. Taking a regional approach to a common issue does not supplant a member’s individual needs.
c. PASAI’s resources are to be made available to all its members, irrespective of their geographical location or constitutional status.
d. The appropriate involvement of private sector auditors in the public sector auditing, under the auspices of SAI heads, is to be supported and promoted.

PASAI’s Governing Board commissioned this study in 2022 as part of PASAI’s advocacy support to SAIs. The report has been prepared by a project team contracted by the PASAI Secretariat, with oversight of a sub-committee of the PASAI Governing Board and the Office of the Secretary-General. The Accountability and Transparency Sub-Committee includes the Auditor Generals for Australia (Grant Hehir), New Caledonia (Florence Bonnafoux), and Samoa (Fuimaono Camillo Afele).
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Overview

This report considers accountability and transparency in the Pacific through the lens of the Public Auditors and Auditors-General of the Pacific.

This is the fourth study by the Pacific Association of Supreme Audit Institutions (PASAI) evaluating Pacific accountability and transparency progress, issues, and risks. The findings are based on an assessment of survey responses from 21 Pacific Supreme Audit Institutions (SAIs), interviews with Pacific Public Auditors and Auditors-General, and consideration of other reports on accountability and the role and performance of SAIs in the Pacific.

This report focuses on the current effectiveness of the work of Pacific SAIs. It also draws together how SAIs contribute to the public financial management system that Public Auditors and Auditors-General are operating in and, in turn, the impact of that system on the SAIs themselves.

We highlight the achievements of Pacific SAIs over recent years in improving the lives of people in the region and in helping to improve the performance of the public sector that serves them. These achievements are more significant because of the difficulties caused by COVID-19 and a range of challenging environmental and political events. In the face of these challenges, SAIs are becoming increasingly strategic in their approach to influencing positive change to improve governance, accountability, transparency, and integrity in the public financial management system of their countries. These are often hard-won achievements that require resilience, perseverance, and strength of character from the Public Auditors, Auditors-General, and their SAIs.

Despite progress, many challenges remain.

• Investment is needed in the capability of those responsible for preparing accountability information (for example, Government financial statements) for Public Auditors.

Auditors do not prepare accountability information—they assure it once it has been prepared. Without the capability and capacity within public sector agencies (and in particular Ministries of Finance) to prepare financial reports to recognised standards, auditors cannot complete their work and provide independent assurance to Parliament and the public. To be relevant, this information needs to be prepared on a timely basis.

• A clear and aligned view needs to be established by those with power to influence the public financial management and integrity system.

Transparency International outlines 12 pillars that are required to operate effectively to ensure the integrity of a country’s public management system.¹ A capable and independent Auditor-General is one of those pillars.

Equally important is that the pillars work in alignment to uphold the system overall. Much like a well-performing sports team, each pillar must be able to carry out its role unobstructed by others and support, where appropriate, others to carry out their role. At times Auditors-General and Public Auditors are not able to build and retain capability or capacity because of constraints placed on them by others in the system.

The public service commission, the office of the ombudsman, the ministry of finance, public accounts committees, and anti-corruption agencies (amongst others) are all components of the integrity system. As critical integrity bodies, all must play their roles and support the effective functioning of other critical roles within the integrity system.

This report also identifies that collaboration by SAIs with media and Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) continue to be a relatively untapped opportunity to strengthen the integrity system.

• SAIs must continue to build their capability and capacity.

It is challenging for SAIs everywhere to build and maintain the capability and capacity needed to perform their role. This is true in developed nations but even more so in developing ones. SAIs in the Pacific are under sustained pressure to build and maintain both the capacity and the capability to play an ongoing and impactful role in their national integrity system.

Many of the issues faced by SAIs are as a consequence of not being fully independent of executive government in their countries. Independence is fundamental to enabling SAI effectiveness. An adequate level of independence has yet to be secured for most SAIs in the region. More than 75% of the Pacific SAIs surveyed recounted examples of limitations to their independence. Our work shows that this has affected the ability of SAIs to recruit, promote, and retain staff, to build enough capability more generally, and to publicise their work and engage with the executive, Parliament, and the public effectively. These constraints have a direct effect on the work of SAIs, with 42% of SAIs surveyed not completing annual audits of all public sector entities within their mandate on an annual basis.² COVID-19 has further affected SAIs, exacerbating the backlog of audits as well as challenging the resilience of other parts of the public financial management system.

² Data collected in December 2022 and January 2023 from SAIs on FSG audits and SOE financial audit status for the financial years 2018–2021.
Without strong independence, any new investment in SAIs risks having only a marginal or temporary impact.

This report also shares areas of good practice and observations that might support SAIs in their work. These include:

**Engaging the public**

We found that:

- SAIs are embracing technology to increase accessibility and usability of their audit reports.
- Public access to legislature deliberations on audit findings supports greater impact – such as through better public awareness of issues, improved transparency from public entities, and more accountability from Parliament to the public.
- Public concern about the performance of public sector entities is a key consideration for mature SAIs when prioritising discretionary audit work.
- SAIs aim to keep up with the issues debated in local media and respond to these where appropriate.
- Direct contact from CSOs or media with SAIs on audit findings is beneficial but infrequent.

**Activating the wider public financial management system**

We found that:

- Working together to build an accountability ecosystem across integrity bodies is critical to lifting the level of trust in, and effectiveness of, the public sector.
- The additional effort to support collaboration between public sector system players is often not done by SAIs that are focused on delivering timely audit reports and dealing with resourcing and/or capability pressures.
- A legislative requirement for SAIs and/or Public Accounts Committees to follow up on audit recommendations increases the likelihood of meaningful and timely follow-up. A limited number of SAIs – predominantly in Micronesia and the French-supported SAIs of New Caledonia and French Polynesia – currently work in an environment with this foundation.
- The relationship between the Polynesian and Melanesian SAIs with their respective Public Accounts Committees (legislature financial oversight bodies) has positively affected the scrutiny that is applied to government expenditure.
- Budgets determined by Parliament that give the head of the SAI discretion on key matters regarding staffing, and resourcing prioritisation are critical. A lack of autonomy in this area continues to impede SAIs whose independence is not fully established in legislation.

**Enhancing Supreme Audit Institution capability**

We found that:

- Pacific SAIs have well-developed standards of conduct in place to ensure they operate with, and recognise that they are role model organisations in, the public sector.
- A lack of qualified staff to manage audit demand is affecting audit timeliness and adding to audit backlogs.
- Processes to identify if audit recommendations have been implemented are in place for some SAIs, but there is a lack of consistent application of these processes in most cases, generally due to a lack of capacity and resources at the SAI.
- Resource constraints have meant many SAIs have been unable to implement their stakeholder engagement/communications strategies. This means that SAIs are rarely surveying auditees, legislature, and integrity bodies to measure their effectiveness.

PASAI commissioned this study as part of its advocacy support to SAIs. PASAI continues to support Public Auditors and Auditors-General to build their capacity and capability and to advocate for integrity system improvement. PASAI is a key enabler for change, bringing issues to light and supporting SAIs across the region to influence change and overcome obstacles. SAIs and the context they work in both need to change if we are to see better accountability of governments in the Pacific.

We congratulate Public Auditors and Auditors-General for their tenacity and achievements over recent years. We encourage Pacific SAIs to carefully consider what can be learned from the successes of their peers. Case studies and examples have been shared in this report for the benefit of others and to embody the PASAI motto: “Pacific auditors working together”.

This report is also designed to be a resource for those with power to influence the effectiveness of the public financial management system. We seek your support to strengthen the system across the Pacific for the benefit of all Pacific people.

Mr Satrunino Tewid
PASAI Chair and Acting Public Auditor of the Republic of Palau

Esther Lameko-Poutoa
PASAI Chief Executive
What we did

Two international principles were used as the benchmark to guide the study. They were:

1. INTOSAI-P – 12: The Value and Benefits of Supreme Audit Institutions – making a difference to the lives of citizens;⁳ and

2. Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat (PIFS) Principles of Accountability – Principles 2 and 7.⁴

These principles provided a framework for the information that was gathered from participating SAIs. A survey was designed to elicit examples from SAIs about their work, who they collaborate with to achieve audit impact, and their perceptions of the value and benefit their work brings for citizens, auditees, legislature, civil society organisations, media, and development partners. Our survey sought information on four focus areas.

Focus area 1: Audit coverage and publication of audit results
- Audits conducted
- Timely reporting of audit results and publication
- Follow-up mechanisms
- Promoting integrity

Focus area 2: Legislature and other Parliament Committee oversight

Focus area 3: Public participation in the audit and oversight process
- Civil society organisations and citizens
- Media

Focus area 4: Beneficial changes strengthening governance, accountability, transparency and integrity resulting from the work of SAIs
- Legislature
- Auditees and the public sector
- Civil society organisations
- Citizens
- Media
- Development Partners

Twenty-one SAIs participated in the survey, which was circulated to all Pacific SAIs. This report includes information obtained through interviews with SAI management, data from PASAI’s regional SAI Performance Management Framework (PMF) assessment report⁵ and other sources of data including SAI websites, legislature websites, and information that PASAI holds on SAI operations and performance.

Roadmap for this report

Part One provides evidence of how SAIs are trusted sources of information. Examples of the types of audits that SAIs achieved between 2017–22 show how SAIs across the region have responded to seven important issues that have emerged over the last five years as significant challenges to the proper administration of public funds.

Part Two sets out some of the barriers that SAIs face. The difficulties SAIs reported to us reflect six common integrity threats. Case examples in this section show SAIs are at a range of different stages in their work to overcome each threat.

Part Three explores the effectiveness of collaborative efforts between SAIs and the wider public financial management system. We look at the value of strengthening collaborations with other government integrity agencies, parliamentary oversight committees, and public entities, and the importance of role-modelling integrity. Case examples in this section are encouraging, but more effort from all parts of the public financial management system is required to increase the impact of SAIs and their work.

Part Four evaluates public participation in the audit process and to what extent SAIs collaborate with citizens, media, and civil society organizations to promote good governance, accountability, transparency, and integrity.

21 participating PASAI member SAIs from three Pacific sub-regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Melanesia</th>
<th>Micronesia⁶</th>
<th>Polynesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Fiji</td>
<td>Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands</td>
<td>American Samoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>FSM National</td>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td>FSM State Chuuk</td>
<td>Samoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanuatu</td>
<td>FSM State Pohnpei</td>
<td>Tonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Caledonia</td>
<td>FSM State Yap</td>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guam</td>
<td>French Polynesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>Marshall Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nauru</td>
<td>Palau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 FSM State Kosrae did not participate in this survey.
PART 1
The Supreme Audit Institution and its work

Maintaining public confidence and trust in government is critical to progressing:

- peace;
- justice;
- strong public institutions;
- democracy;
- prosperity; and
- internal and regional security.

Achieving these aspirations – which are also global targets set out by the United Nations in its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – requires a culture of accountability, transparency, and integrity across the organisations and individuals that make up the public sector.

“Supreme Audit Institutions (SAIs) are part of a transparency ecosystem in each of our societies. It is important that SAIs are enabled to do their job of making sure that public money is spent for the purpose for which it was appropriated – which is for public benefit and not for private benefit.”

The Right Honourable Helen Clark, INTOSAI IDC Goodwill Ambassador for Supreme Audit Institutions

Supreme Audit Institutions (SAIs) are public oversight institutions responsible for helping the Parliament or Senate (and ultimately the public) hold governments accountable for their stewardship of public resources. SAIs are a critical link in a country’s accountability system, providing an important check on the activities of their governments. Their audits provide objective information to the public who have an interest in how public resources are spent, both as users of public services and as taxpayers, and what value is achieved from this spending.

A SAI’s core role is to audit the Whole of Government Accounts, also known as the Financial Statements of Government (FSG). A SAI will also audit the financial management, authority to act, performance, and compliance of public sector agencies. This external audit role is typically established within a country’s constitution or by the supreme law-making body. To be most effective, the SAI needs to be an autonomous, independent, professional, and non-political entity. Independence is critical for a SAI if it is to provide assurance that public resources are used as prescribed and help to hold the government and public sector entities to account for their stewardship and use of public funds.

SAIs in the Pacific region vary in size, capacity, and capabilities, but share many common audit themes and opportunities. In the last five years, SAIs in the Pacific have completed audits with a focus on achieving SDGs, evaluating the financial and environmental consequences of climate change, carrying out investigations related to the proper disbursement of relief funds during the COVID-19 pandemic, and continuing to cover and deliver audits of significance. We asked SAIs to share examples of audits they had completed, their responsiveness to emerging issues, and beneficial changes resulting from the work. We found that the examples covered similar subject areas. The seven commonly emerging audit topics listed above reflect the three fundamental functions of a SAI as set out by the International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs), and four contemporary global concerns. We note these global concerns were also identified by Transparency International as features in the annual Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI).

Our insights about SAI audit coverage show that despite significant challenges, SAIs across the Pacific are responsive and adaptive, and continuing to cover and deliver audits of significance. We asked SAIs to share examples of audits they had completed, their responsiveness to emerging issues, and beneficial changes resulting from the work. We found that the examples covered similar subject areas. The seven commonly emerging audit topics listed above reflect the three fundamental functions of a SAI as set out by the International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs), and four contemporary global concerns. We note these global concerns were also identified by Transparency International as features in the annual Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI).

By sharing case examples, we hope that SAIs will be able to learn from the experiences of others and to embody the PASAI motto of “Pacific auditors working together”.

Top seven emerging audit topics reported by Supreme Audit Institutions from 2018-2022:

1. Appropriate spending
2. Public service delivery
3. Tackling corruption
4. Access to information
5. Climate action
6. COVID-19 response
7. Achieving SDGs

*Arguably every action and decision made in the public service affects the wellbeing of the individuals and communities in their country in some way, shape or form...*

Transparency International

---

7 State-owned enterprises (SOEs) and all other public authorities. Most Pacific SAIs perform all three types of audits (financial, performance, and compliance audits) as part of their mandates.

8 These are: appropriate spending, public service delivery and access to information.

9 These are: tackling corruption, climate action, achieving Sustainable Development Goals, and COVID-19 response.
SNAPSHOT
Making a difference

Public service delivery

5. Strengthening good governance
Northern Mariana Islands
An audit of the local medical referral program resulted in legislation transferring the program from the Governor’s office to a more appropriate agency. This audit was initiated due to the program regularly exceeding its budget. The audit report allowed the audited agencies the opportunity to re-evaluate existing policies and procedures.

6. Strengthening operational services
FSM National
Following increased public dissatisfaction with the cost, timeliness, and quality of postal services across the islands of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), FSM National initiated a performance review of its national postal services in 2019. Operational inspections were conducted within both urban and rural island offices. Audit findings released in 2021 identified internal control issues and a failure to properly address recommendations from an earlier postal services audit conducted by the SAI in 2013. Scrutiny of the SAI’s postal service operations will continue until improvements are made.

7. Setting appropriate government travel policies
Northern Mariana Islands
An audit on public sector travel was conducted, which resulted in the implementation of new travel regulations and processes for travel-related transactions and activities.

Appropriate spending

Inappropriate travel expenditure
Chuuk
Performance/Compliance review of the Chuuk State Political Status Commission disclosed that funds used for travel were misused and did not represent an economic use of public resources.

Appropriateness of government spend into national airline
Kiribati
SAI Kiribati initiated a review of Kiribati Airlines Ltd to examine the appropriateness of the quantum (15.7% of GDP in 2019 budget) revenues generated from these taxes to help fund public health services. The audit report’s key findings and recommendations purchase two planes in 2018.

Supporting Legislature to redirect public resources
Palau
In November 2016, the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Ways and Means of the ninth Palau National Congress requested the Public Auditor conduct an audit on tobacco import and excise taxes. The audit report’s key findings and recommendations assisted the Legislature in its efforts to redirect revenues generated from these taxes to fund public health programs.

Sustainability of social security system requires public taxation reform
New Caledonia
The Territorial Chamber of Accounts found that the overall deficit of the New Caledonian Social Security System Accounts grew five-fold between 2017 and 2020, with social welfare protection schemes being close to depleting. These findings enabled the New Caledonian Government to enact sizable loans from the French Development Bank to maintain the social security system until further legislative tax reforms are finalized.

Tackling corruption

Dealing with corruption in public projects
Yap
An inspection of FSM Appropriations for Public Projects in Yap State in April 2021 found evidence of fraud and failure in project administration, funds control, and procurement. Pursuant to its Memorandum of Understanding with the Attorney General’s office, the SAI notified the Attorney General and other prosecuting agencies that its investigation had found evidence of fraud through embezzlements made to ineligible people, unauthorized spending from the fuel budget, and waiver of bids. This investigation resulted in prosecution of some public sector officials. The SAI has observed that addressing corruption jointly with other government integrity agencies has been a key element for integrity programs.

Dealing with conflicts of interest
New Caledonia
In several audit reports of public entities in the nickel and energy sectors, the Territorial Chamber of Accounts stressed that the overlapping of conflict of interest would lead to some prosecutions. Highlighting the severity of the risks for elected persons has had a deterrent effect on other public officials and heightened the importance of integrity issues for public entities.

Code of Conduct disciplinary processes for public servants
Kiribati Islands
SAI Marshall Islands pursued an amendment to its Audit Act 2018 giving the SAI the ability to refer matters where an administrative remedy or sanction(s) is/are deemed to be inadequate or ineffective. The SAI is currently working on implementing this new law, including changes to the SAI’s Code of Conduct, so that findings made by the SAI can be referred to the appropriate authority for enforcement, if necessary.

Access to information

11. Improving public access to SAI findings
Cook Islands
Audit reports from this SAI can now be published 14 days after submission to the Speaker of Parliament. Previously audit reports were not accessible to the public until after they had been tabled in Parliament. With the Parliament of the Cook Islands sitting infrequently throughout the year, the previous practice meant that findings made were largely invisible to the public. The SAI identified this as an impediment to effectiveness and sought amendment to the Audit Act. The SAI advocated with the Public Expenditure Research (PER) and other elected representatives to garner support for this amendment and also used the Public Expenditure & Financial Accountability (PEFA) score as another lever to support the change.

12. Safeguarding integrity of public lands
Chuuk
A 2019 performance audit of the Debt Relief Fund identified that about $13 million for land leases and related claims payable to citizens had been incorrectly recorded in the financial statements of the Department of Agriculture and Tourism. In 2018, the Debt Relief Fund identified that claims for reimbursement of members of the public could not be made.

Improving public access to SAI findings
New Caledonia
The completion of these audits has increased donor support to the public financial management system of a country. Audit findings for the Palau Public Utilities Corporation (PPUC) project, the President of Palau established that a concerted effort is needed to improve public accountability, resulting from greater transparency and compliance in public sector behaviour can be attributed to improved procurement law. In response, the Guam Legislature introduced several laws aimed at improving the public sector’s procurement process. Since then, Guam OPA has observed greater restraint being exercised in government procurement. The change in public sector behaviour can be attributed to improved public accountability, resulting from greater transparency and compliance in public sector behaviour.

Climate action

16. Assessing the economic impact of reducing maritime pollution (achieving SDG 14)
Kiribati, Federated States of Micronesia
Public concern for the coastal environment of Pacific lagoons containing World War II shipwrecks is particularly high because of the danger the wrecks pose to the economic interests of local island nations. After 80 years in the ocean, the ships are vulnerable because of rust decay to the ship’s structure. This means that fuel could leak, which poses a potential risk to these societies. Large-scale remediation projects are required to address the problem. Some studies have been involved in auditing the estimated clean-up costs and the potential economic damage of any future oil spill.

17. Proper use of emergency powers during COVID-19
Fiji
Compliance/Performance audit reports of public service delivery in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic included:
1. Management of Agricultural Assistance – Farm Response Package
2. Management of COVID-19 Aid
3. Management of Unemployment Benefit/Fiscal Assistance
4. COVID-19 Preparedness and Response Action Plan
5. Procurement, Recording and Distribution of Medical Equipment and Personal Protective Equipment related to COVID-19 response

Achieving Sustainable Development Goals

19. Promoting peace, justice, and strong public institutions (achieving SDG 16)
Samoa
Samoa operated without a parliamentary approved budget or appropriations from July to September 2021 because formation of a new government did not occur immediately after the 2021 election. The Controller function, a part of the SAI’s role, was critical during this period in ensuring that expenditure was appropriately incurred during this time of uncertainty.

20. Preventing Performance Audit (CPA) of Preparedness for Implementation of SDGs
Guam, Fiji, Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu
PASAI provided onsite support to four SAI's to effectively conduct ISB-assisted performance audits and provide the comprehensiveness of responsible agencies within the administration of their government to inform agenda and awareness about the importance of sound performance audit results. These performance audits were conducted to assess the country’s preparedness to fully implement the SDGs.

21. Auditing environmental impacts (achieving SDG 6)
French Polynesia
The Chambre Territoriale des Comptes Polynésie Française (the Chamber) completed environmental audits focusing on public provision of water, sanitation, and waste management. One recommendation was that a concerted effort is needed to improve waste management, particularly to recover recyclable waste and to create proper landfills for non-recyclable waste, such as the Paloros landfill. Outside Tahiti, waste is most often collected in Illegal dumps – sometimes on sites with high environmental sensitivity.
We asked SAIs to share the top impediments that they faced to their effectiveness as a SAI. Responses from the 21 SAIs revealed six threats to integrity currently affecting Pacific SAIs. These are:

1. independence;
2. resourcing to match mandate;
3. inaction by public entities;
4. lack of knowledge or expertise;
5. lack of quality assurance; and
6. global disruptors (such as natural disasters linked to climate change, COVID-19, cyber attacks, and digitisation).

The case examples shared in this section show the range of stages SAIs are at in their fight to overcome each of these challenges.

Drawing attention to these threats is an important step in understanding how we can make the public financial management system more effective. We acknowledge that the six threats cited by SAIs are, perhaps expectedly, all factors beyond SAIs’ control. In this section, we explore the interconnected nature of these threats and where improvements could be made by SAIs. We discuss audit backlogs, the importance of strategic planning for SAIs, and the ongoing capability development needs of SAI staff.

Independence

Lack of SAI independence was the main obstacle to effectiveness. More than 75% of the Pacific SAIs surveyed recounted examples of limitations to internationally recognised best practice regarding independence that had resulted in either limited financial autonomy, restricted access to information, insufficient legal protection for the SAI to make objective assessments, or a lack of ability to follow up on audit recommendations. In particular, many SAIs said they faced restrictions to annual budgetary allocations by the Executive Government and restrictions on access to, and the appointment of, available and qualified staff. These limitations effectively prevent the SAI from hiring the right people for the role, which in turn inhibits the SAI’s ability to adequately resource the full scope of its responsibilities and deliver on its mandate and goals.

We found that three SAIs have as few as one staff member with an internationally recognised qualification as an auditor, and this person is often supervising a team of seconded or reallocated public service employees, who lack any formal accountancy qualifications. Circumstances like these increase the pressure on qualified staff. Without the financial autonomy to attract suitably qualified staff and make sustainable human resource appointments, a SAI’s ability to complete its mandate is significantly affected.

Several SAIs recounted examples of the effect of their actions in relation to audit findings when SAI legislation does not provide for legal protection for SAI staff. Where SAI staff have little or no legal immunity, they might hesitate to take action on significant findings for fear of retaliation, which can take the form of further restriction on SAI activity or resourcing or loss of employment.

We have observed that SAIs who are more empowered through strong legislative mandates (independence) are more likely to have the confidence to report more clearly, and therefore more meaningfully, when their audit work identifies significant issues. The independence of Heads of SAIs should be protected by law and apply to their appointment, reappointment, or removal from office. This is important to provide legitimacy and a stable basis for the SAI to function effectively.

An additional issue is the timeliness of the appointments of Auditor-Generals. SAIs described lacking leadership, or their acting leader holding reduced powers for periods of more than six months. Such a prolonged hiatus has a detrimental effect on the business continuity of the SAI and significantly affects SAI operations and culture.

The world today faces some of its greatest challenges in many generations. Challenges which threaten prosperity and stability of people across the globe. The plague of corruption is intertwined in most of them. Corruption has negative effects on every aspect of society and is profoundly intertwined with conflict, instability, jeopardizing social and economic development and undermining democratic institutions and the rule of law.

The United Nations
Pacific Island nations are very vulnerable to climate disasters. In response to such adverse events anywhere, there may be significant funds flowing in from partners. That can increase corruption risks. We saw this globally with the pandemic... the corruption risks globally during the response to COVID-19 soared..."

The Right Honorable Helen Clark, INTOSAI IDC Goodwill Ambassador for Supreme Audit Institutions

COVID-19

Our survey confirmed that many SAIs continued to carry out their core mandate work despite the significant disruption caused by country lockdowns, border restrictions, staff sickness, and COVID-19-related absences throughout 2020–2022. While this has placed strain on the already limited capacity and staff capabilities for many SAIs in the region, it has shown that SAIs can rely on the resilience they have developed in response to past emergencies and are able to adapt as their operating environment changes to continue to support accountability and transparency in their countries.

SAIs reminded their governments that both the systemic risk of corruption and the need for auditing the implementation of public decision-making would increase with the additional international aid flowing into the region as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Because of the frequency of climate disasters, and the level of international aid received in response to those events, SAIs have developed a depth of experience in scrutinising the administration of such funds. Many SAIs experienced an increase in the number and complexity of financial and performance audits as part of the post-crisis recovery work.

In all cases, SAIs reported that the impacts of the global pandemic have contributed to existing audit backlogs.

42% of countries have not yet completed their FSG for the 2020 financial year.

Audit backlogs

Data collected from SAIs on Financial Statements of Government (FSG) audits status in the Pacific region showed that 42% of SAIs have not yet completed their FSG audits for the financial year 2020.11

Our analysis also showed that 16% of SAIs have more than three-years’ backlog of FSG audits and 50% of SAIs have more than three-years’ backlog of other public entity financial audits. While SAIs told us that they place a high priority on the timely completion of their FSGs audits, survey responses explain that, in many cases, the SAI was unable to advance an audit due to external factors.

Factors that affect timely completion of audits by SAIs include delays in the preparation and submission of financial statements or accountability reports and records to support those financial statements by public entities to the SAI on time for audit. While SAIs are often blamed for not doing audits on time, they cannot audit if financial statements are not prepared — or are not prepared to an adequate standard — by the audited entity. Where audits have started, additional factors adding to the length of time required to complete all mandated audits include complex accounting treatment of COVID-19 issues and growth in the number of public entities for audit.

42% of countries have not yet completed their FSG for the 2020 financial year.

Outsourced audits

Outsourcing has been a common practice for SAIs to combat audit backlog and/or to mitigate inherent capacity shortages (see Figure 1).

The use of outsourced auditors across the three sub-regions materially contributes to improved timeliness of audit reporting in relation to FSG audits. In particular, Micronesia and Polynesia — where 80% and 20% of FSG audits are outsourced, respectively — reported that no SAI in their respective regions had a three-year backlog of FSG audits. On the other hand, in Melanesia, where no FSG audits are outsourced, 75% of SAIs reported a three-year backlog of FSG audits.

However, it is important to note that if the respective government has not prepared the financial statements for audit, it does not matter who the auditor is — there will be nothing to audit.

67% of respondents have conducted financial, performance, or compliance audits in relation to COVID-19 Relief Programmes.

40% report their SAI has experienced growth in its core audit mandate since 2016 (for instance, new entities to audit).

Outsourcing has been a common practice for SAIs to combat audit backlog and/or to mitigate inherent capacity shortages (see Figure 1).

The use of outsourced auditors across the three sub-regions materially contributes to improved timeliness of audit reporting in relation to FSG audits. In particular, Micronesia and Polynesia — where 80% and 20% of FSG audits are outsourced, respectively — reported that no SAI in their respective regions had a three-year backlog of FSG audits. On the other hand, in Melanesia, where no FSG audits are outsourced, 75% of SAIs reported a three-year backlog of FSG audits.

However, it is important to note that if the respective government has not prepared the financial statements for audit, it does not matter who the auditor is — there will be nothing to audit.
We understand that outsourcing is a long-term approach for many small island states because they face long-term capacity challenges. For example, the Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS), adopted by the United States (US) affiliate countries and territories require a US-licensed, certified public accountant (CPA) to sign the financial audit opinion for the FSG and SOE audits. As most Micronesian SAIs do not have a CPA on staff, they contract out their financial audits to independent accounting firms. However, the outsourcing of FSG and SOE audits poses a potential integrity threat in that it often results in a SAI having limited engagement or interaction with the assigned auditor(s) or the public entities whose audits are outsourced.

It is important to note that not all SAIs are tackling the long-term capacity challenge in this way. SAIs from countries who have a national population of more than 100,000 citizens, particularly in the Melanesian and Polynesian subregions, are more able to source qualified staff for their future activity. Larger populations tend to have a professional accounting body that supports training and certification of qualified staff, which helps SAIs work towards building capacity to manage audit demand internally. These advantages mean that those SAIs can use outsourcing in a targeted and more temporary basis. Strengthening quality control and quality assurance capabilities in the SAI are essential elements that should be in place to support an effective outsourcing approach. Although completing audits internally might currently compromise timely completion of audit reports, in the long term it could prove to be the more prudent approach to building the depth of expertise at the SAI, reducing audit backlogs over time, and strengthening the reputation of the SAI.

It was evident from our survey that 13 SAIs have minimal or no interaction with the public entities or the auditor(s) assigned to complete outsourced audits. Survey responses showed these SAIs are rarely able to conduct quality assurance checks of the outsourced work, although these audited entities are under the SAIs’ mandates. The main reasons contributing to the lack of quality assurance related to the existence of conflicting legislative provisions, which are beyond the SAIs’ control. For example, despite these SOEs being mandated under the SAI legislation, there are also provisions in legislation governing the outsourced SOEs that give them the authority to select and appoint their preferred, independent, auditors. While there might be some rationale for this, the public expect a wider range of outcomes and behaviours from publicly owned organisations that they do from the private sector. There is a need for such conflicting legislation to be reviewed to ensure that all public entities are audited to the same high standards.

Strategic planning

SAIs are required by international best practice to identify focus areas based on strategic audit planning approaches. Best practice means that the expectations of citizens, legislature, and other public stakeholders are considered by SAIs in their work.

Since 2016, PASAI has worked with 12 SAIs to develop their strategic plans.⁵⁸ SAI Papua New Guinea’s plan is a good example of how a SAI articulates its vision, mission, core values, strategic priorities, and high-level objectives for each strategic priority. Papua New Guinea’s Strategic Plan 2022–2027 includes key performance indicators to measure achievements of each strategic priority and establishes a link between the strategic goal and the output to be achieved at the operational level. The plan was developed through a consultative approach, with the participation of SAI staff and representatives from Papua New Guinea’s Public Accounts Committee.

Although there is a broad awareness in the region of the importance of having clearly defined performance goals and strategic management practices to support SAIs to deliver the audit priorities of SAI’s local context, it was clear from respondents that their ability to fully deliver on their goals is significantly affected by available resources, capacity, and capability.

To address any perception that a SAI’s Strategic Plan is no more than an aspirational document, there need be to open and robust conversations with Executive Government to ensure that adequate resourcing is provided to SAIs to fully deliver on their strategic goals. It is particularly relevant in the context of a national emergency because, as we saw during the COVID-19 response and during climate disaster responses, SAIs are expected to do more work, including to review government procurement processes and decisions made during these times. Resourcing constraints widen the gap between the expectations on what SAIs should do and what they can actually complete in practice.

It is equally important to highlight that, at times, a SAI’s strategic plan may be adversely impacted by a broader public management system that does not fully support the SAI to perform to its full potential. This would include periods when a SAI’s budget or staffing is reduced.

Freedom of expression

It requires a lot of courage to be the Head of a SAI, because they must often stand up against those in power. It is even more courageous when these people have the power to terminate their employment.

Many small-island SAIs lack protection of tenure and the freedom to publish findings without fear of interference.⁵⁹ Some also continue to face ‘stonewalling’ or other poorbehaviours from politicians or chief executives of public entities that fail to respect or to respond in an appropriate or timely manner to issues identified by the SAI.

Building the wider system of integrity across the public service — where public entities respect the right of SAIs to share their audit observations and recommendations and emphasising that these observations need to be responded to by the public entities in a timely and responsible way — is essential to building the values of integrity and good governance.

---

17 American Samoa, the Cook Islands, Chuuk, Pohnpei, Yap, the Marshall Islands, Nauru, the Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu.
18 The 12 countries are: CNMI, the Cook Islands, FSAI National, Guam, Kiribati, Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, Pohnpei, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and Yap.
19 Data collected in December 2022 and January 2023 from SAIs on obstacles to effectiveness.
Achieving independence

1 Constitutional independence achieved after 44 years

Tonga

Although Tonga’s Public Audit Act 2007 granted independence to the position of the Auditor General and functional, organisational, and financial independence to the Tonga Office of the Auditor General (TOAG), the SAI Performance Measurement Framework (PMF) assessment, conducted in 2016, highlighted the potential vulnerability of not having SAI independence enshrined in the Constitution. The SAI has worked with the Office of the Ombudsman, Public Service Commission, and the Legislative Assembly to advance a bill amending the Constitution which formally recognises the independence of the position of the Auditor General, providing protection from outside influence. After 44 years of discussion, this was finally achieved in 2022.

2 Achieving independence and resourcing to match mandate

Pohnpei

On 7 July 2021, the Pohnpei Office of the Public Auditor (POPA) attended the Judiciary and Government Operations Committee hearing about a proposal to amend legislation to strengthen its legislative independence. The committee acknowledged POPA’s work and agreed that its independence should be explicitly stated in the Constitution. In October 2021, the Pohnpei State Audit Act was amended to clarify and strengthen SAI independence from the executive and achieve autonomy over staffing and resourcing. In 2022, the SAI formulated and implemented its own human resource administration and management regulations, policies, and procedures, which have been approved to commence in 2023.

Financial dependence threatens mandate

American Samoa, Cook Islands, FSM National, Chuuk, Yap, Guam, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, Vanuatu

The SAI reports it has experienced increasing threats to audit independence due to a lack of financial independence. Because of the SAI’s dependence on the resources allocated by the Executive to the SAI to carry out its core mandate, the threat of the Executive’s intrusion and encroachment on the SAI’s function remains.

Access and integrity of information threatened by lack of independence

Vanuatu

Vanuatu’s Right to Information Act empowers public entities to manage the release of the SAI’s audit recommendations upon requests made by members of the public. The SAI is not free to share its findings directly without the consent of the public entity. The risk of this practice is that it raises concerns about the timeliness and integrity of information provided by the audited public entity.

Lobbying for independence and resourcing to match mandate

Chuuk

In 2020, the Head of the SAI submitted a proposal to amend the Public Auditors Act. If successful, the amendment would provide SAI independence in financial and budgetary matters, independence in human resource administration and management, and legal immunity for SAI staff. Individual engagement with the Attorney-General’s Office and members of the Legislature regarding the importance of independence for the effective functioning of the SAI has occurred and is ongoing.

Resourcing to match mandate

10 Insufficient resourcing

All SAIs

Many Heads of SAI reported to us that there is a need for higher pay to attract quality, well-trained, and qualified employees.

11 Insufficient resourcing

Guam

This SAI secured an amendment to its Audit Act in September 2022 to allow for 25% of General Fund Revenues for its minimum budget from 1 October 2023. The Amendment Act further recognised a separate salary scale for SAI staff, which enabled the SAI to be more responsive to recruitment and retention challenges.
PART 3
Breaking down barriers to effectiveness

Promoting co-operation

Joint efforts between governments, businesses, civil society, community, youth groups, media, and individuals to champion integrity, increase public awareness, and promote zero tolerance for corruption and the misuse of public funds will strengthen the effectiveness of the work of SAIs.

Globally, 189 countries are parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC). This includes Australia, New Zealand, and all the Pacific Island Countries. Heads of Government accede to this framework and carry out anti-corruption work to progress these collective aspirations, at all levels, in their home countries and regions.

In February 2020, the first regional conference on anti-corruption in the Pacific was held in Kiribati, with support from the United Nations Pacific Regional Anti-Corruption (UN-PRAC) Project, a joint initiative of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), supported by Australia and New Zealand. The conference formed consensus on a regional roadmap to combat corruption called the Teieniwa Vision – Pacific Unity against Corruption.

A year later, all 18 Pacific Islands Forum leaders endorsed the Teieniwa Vision, enabling Pacific nations to unite and consolidate their commitments to integrity implementation. The Teieniwa Vision recognises “the importance of political will and leadership at all levels in addressing corruption” and advocates that “implementation should be substantiated through well-resourced national efforts that emphasise transparency and accountability, the rule of law and reinforce good governance.”

The commitments made by the Pacific Island Leaders in the Teieniwa Vision call on Parliaments, the public sector, private sector, and communities to champion integrity, advocate and implement anti-corruption practices, and request prompt impartial investigation and prosecution. These calls to action can now be used by the public sector to support the work of SAIs. In other words, the Teieniwa Vision strengthens the importance of each country’s work towards these goals and reinforces the need for SAIs to be supported by the public sector to achieve them – anti-corruption efforts will not be achieved by any single part of the system on their own.

Survey responses revealed that Pacific SAIs would value further guidance and support to assist them to play their part in implementing the Teieniwa Vision. The wider public financial management system can facilitate the needed support and help PASAI work more closely with other government integrity agencies to find the optimal balance to safeguard transparency and accountability in their countries. Parts 3 and 4 of this report provide examples of SAIs working positively with various branches of government, the public, the media, and Civil Society Organisations (CSOs).

“We have called on all Pacific Leaders to champion integrity, advocating for and implementing best anti-corruption practices through a commitment to the criminalisation of corruption and to prompt, impartial investigation and prosecution ... They [Pacific Islands Leaders] made a collective pledge to combat corruption by adopting the Teieniwa Vision, ‘teieniwa’ meaning ‘to set sail’ in the Kiribati language.”

President of Kiribati, His Excellency Taneti Maamau, at the launch of the Teieniwa Vision
Legislature oversight committees

Survey responses showed that Polynesian and Melanesian SAIs highly value the Public Accounts Committees (PAC), which are parliamentary bodies that oversee the Executive Government’s spending and performance of public entities.⁲³ The PAC structures are extremely important for scrutinising the Executive Government’s use of public resources, financial management and reporting, promoting the message that fundamental values of honesty and integrity apply in the public sphere, and for reinforcing appropriate behaviours.

Respondents described PACs playing a valuable role in supporting a SAI to carry out its functions, particularly when PACs emphasised the importance and value of the objectivity and independence a SAI’s work can bring. PACs are an executive accountability mechanism designed to provide financial oversight of public spending and to monitor public sector behaviour and decision making. Typically, the SAI’s work informs the work of the PAC.

Survey insights suggest that there is little direct collaboration by SAIs with individual public entities following the completion of an audit when the country has a Public Accounts Committee. This can create inefficiencies, where SAIs channel recommendations through the PAC – in many cases without first liaising with the public entity directly. This practice has the potential to delay implementation of controls or other recommended changes at the public entity until it receives direction to do so from the PAC.

Even with established oversight arrangements in place, there appears to be a lack of pressure in the system for public entities to take action in response to audit findings and recommendations. Recommendations through the PAC process can take a long time or not be particularly directive, which results in a lack of action or response from the public entity to SAI recommendations. Even when there is direct liaison by the SAI with the public entity, the entity will often wait until there is a directive from a higher authority before any action is taken.

In contrast, we found that other SAIs tend to follow up with public entities directly, typically by letter, in the following year. As a result, the SAI takes more responsibility for follow up when this role is not mandated to a Public Accounts Committee. Where audits are outsourced, SAIs reported that they generally did not monitor implementation of findings because they relied on the work done by outsourced audit providers in subsequent years to incorporate follow up work.

Working with Government

Working effectively with the legislature remains a work in progress for most Pacific SAIs.

This section aims to highlight the bilateral nature of the relationship between the legislature and SAIs and how the work of each party impacts the other.

Collaborative efforts between the legislature and SAIs are critical to ensure that:

- the legislature understands the matters raised in audit reports;
- timely discussion of audit recommendations occurs in Parliament/Senate;
- the Executive Government takes action, including holding public entities and their leaders to account, in response to audit recommendations;
- integrity is modelled across the public sector;
- SAIs have the resources and authority necessary to execute their mandate effectively;
- SAIs have the information to enable timely completion of audits; and
- SAIs have the independence and protection to fulfil their proper duties.

Transparency and accountability can only be achieved when each party takes responsibility for the obligations it owes the other party. Analysis of survey responses showed that there is a lot of good work being carried out by SAIs to strengthen the two-way nature of their relationship with the legislature, despite a variety of constitutional constraints.

"The effectiveness with which SAIs fulfill their role of holding the government to account for the use of public money not only depends on the quality of their work, but also on how effectively they are working in partnership with the accountability functions of the legislature as well as the executive arm of government in making use of audit findings and enacting change.”

INTOSAI

71% of Pacific SAIs consider that their audit reports helped legislature oversight bodies to hold public entities to account for their performances.

38% of respondents confirmed that there were collaborative efforts between the legislature and the SAI to follow up how the executive government is acting in response to audit recommendations.
SAs tell us that they are more effective when they are able to work together with other accountability institutions to improve the quality of public governance, recognising the interdependent nature of the national integrity system. Regular meetings with the offices of the Ombudsman, Public Service Commissioners, Attorney-General, Police Commissioners, Anti-Corruption Committees, and the like provide SAs with the opportunity to share information and reporting, which appears to be a key contributor to SAI effectiveness. Where integrity agencies have been able to support each other to emphasise the value of transparency to other public entities, SAs found that the public entity was more receptive and responsive to the audit process and more likely to see the audit as valuable.

We asked SAs whether they sought feedback from the public sector agencies to strengthen collaborative efforts or measure SAI effectiveness. The Northern Mariana Islands described conducting a government-wide online survey for government employees, asking public servants to submit areas for attention for future investigations in their workplaces. Matters of concern raised by survey respondents included procurement controls and accounting of funds.

Only SAs Fiji and the Northern Mariana Islands reported that they had sought feedback from parliamentarians and public entities regarding the effectiveness of their reports. SAI Fiji learnt that parliamentarians find great value when an audit management report clearly explains how the recommended actions would improve the public entity’s current way of operating.²⁵

Other SAs explained that a lack of resources – both in terms of capacity and capability – meant that they were unable to survey public entities, parliamentarians, or other government integrity agencies about SAI effectiveness with any regularity. Stakeholder feedback, if sought or received, occurs on an ad hoc basis for most SAs.


Strengthening collaboration with public entities

In Part 1, we highlighted that SAs found it challenging to fulfil their functions effectively when public entities had not prepared the necessary documents for auditing. We believe that the broader public financial accountability system could support SAs by providing appropriate resourcing of financial and administrative positions in the public sector, to enable public entities to prepare their financial statements in a timely manner and thereby enable a timely audit to occur. Until the broader public sector provides enough resources and invests in the capability and capacity required to prepare annual financial statements to recognised standards, SAs will continue to find it difficult to effectively deliver their mandated audit functions in a timely way.

We recognise that this is not a short-term process, but one that will involve reinforcing values, processes, systems, and accountability over the long term.

“For the system to be robust it requires a team – it’s about the collective strength of each of those pillars of integrity and making sure they all work collectively together, understand each other’s role, and play in their zone, but all play the game well.”

John Ryan, Secretary-General of PASAI and Controller and Auditor-General of New Zealand, Tokelau, and Niue
Ensuring understanding of the purpose of SAIs

Building awareness and understanding of the purpose of the SAI’s role in the public financial management system is important work and requires investment of time and energy. The educative role of SAIs across Parliament and Government is critical to their success.

We found several excellent examples of SAIs promoting the value of public sector integrity by:

- providing workshops on ethics and integrity to public servants;
- discussing with public entities how to improve integrity controls and awareness of integrity issues;
- delivering roadshows to the public to present audit findings or corrective actions needed or taken;
- promoting use of the public sector disciplinary processes;
- hosting Anti-Corruption Day events; and
- periodically completing joint anti-corruption initiatives or independence declarations.

Our survey confirmed that gaps remain in the usability of SAI reports by public entities. Analysis suggested that a focus on the timely completion of an audit report can compromise the readability, or user-friendliness of the report. A review of some of the executive summaries preceding the detailed report indicated a tendency to use highly technical audit language, rather than Plain English. SAIs recognise this practice potentially has negative consequences, particularly if readers are not familiar with the role of the SAI. PASAI is providing support to SAIs to improve report-writing skills.

Effective SAI reporting should incentivise and drive change in the public entity. When the reports are publicly released, they should communicate clearly, avoiding technical language and jargon, so that users can understand what is required of them. SAIs’ recommendations should present a compelling case to the entity to implement change.

In 2020, staff from 11 SAIs attended a workshop series run by PASAI to improve their communication of key messages to stakeholders.²⁶ PASAI repeated this course and developed e-learning material and has also supported the development of Stakeholder Engagement Strategies (SES) for Fiji, FSM National, Pohnpei, Yap, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu.

Despite the value placed by SAIs on developing their SES, it is important to note that many SAIs said that they did not have the resources to implement their aspirational strategy. The challenge is converting strategic intentions into practical and realistic actions in the SAIs’ current context.

Other survey responses revealed that SAIs are developing more allies, channels, and languages to share their key messages and promote the importance of their work. Further details are presented in Part 4 of this report, but it is worth highlighting that social media has greatly increased the ability of SAIs to share key messages quickly across the public sector.

Our survey showed that some SAIs sought to improve effectiveness and promote accountability by translating key audit reports into local languages to assist politicians, government officials and the public. To better understand audit implications, these activities are designed to improve accessibility of information, but take a lot of time and resource to deliver.

Role-modelling

Leading by example is a powerful form of influence – it is essential that a SAI is conscious of its leadership role in the public financial management system and operates with this in mind. We found that many SAIs are leading by example by having independent audits of their own financial statements. In 2022, Tuvalu began to audit its 2017 accounts, joining the Cook Islands, Fiji, FSM National, and Papua New Guinea in role-modelling the importance of this practice.

We found that about 62% of respondents have codes of conduct and codes of ethics for staff to follow. If a breach of the code of conduct occurs, SAIs apply appropriate disciplinary process. Of the SAIs surveyed, 10% said they had dealt with unethical conduct.

To maintain public trust and confidence, the Office of the Auditor-General of New Zealand has developed a framework called “Putting integrity at the core of how public organisations operate”²⁷ to promote integrity, not only at the office of the Controller and Auditor-General but also across the public sector in New Zealand. SAIs in the PASAI region can use this framework in promoting integrity in their respective countries.

SAIs Samoa and Cook Islands have implemented InfoSAINT, an integrity assessment of their SAIs’ activities, and are facilitating the adoption of this tool by public sector entities to carry out their own integrity assessments. One public sector assessment was completed in the Cook Islands before COVID-19, and Samoa has completed eight assessments between 2019–2022 and is working to integrate integrity assessment components into its annual audit program.²⁸²⁹

Role-modelling the values of integrity at both a personal and professional level supports and encourages a culture of accountability. We found that many SAI staff, in their private capacity, are providing leadership on various ethics and integrity committees in their communities and for a number of international agencies.

²⁷ Office of the Auditor-General New Zealand (2022), Fostering integrity at the core of how public organisations operate, at www.ogc.parliament.nz
²⁸ Short for the International Organisation of Supreme Audit Institution’s Self-Assessment of Integrity, developed by the Netherlands Court of Audit (2010) as a self-assessment tool that enables SAIs to evaluate the quality and maturity of their integrity systems.
²⁹ When completed in a public sector entity the assessments is called SAIINT. Eight SAIINT assessments were conducted on the office of the Ombudsman, the Ministry of Finance, the Public Service Commissioner, Office of the Clerk and Legislative Assembly, Office of Electoral Commissioner, Ministry of Justice, Courts and Administration, Ministry of Customs and Revenue, and Ministry for Public Enterprises.
The Guam Office of the Public Auditor (OPA) was awarded the Bronze Award (third place) for Excellence in Citizen-Centric Reporting (CCR) at the 2022 Public Audit Conference of the Association of Government Accountants in the United States. This recognition highlights the OPA's commitment to providing meaningful and understandable information to its citizens, ensuring transparency, and accountability in the public sector.

### Strengthening the role of the PAC

1. **Citizen-Centric Reporting**
   - The Guam Office of the Public Auditor (OPA) was awarded the Bronze Award for Excellence in Citizen-Centric Reporting (CCR) at the 2022 Public Audit Conference of the Association of Government Accountants in the United States. This recognition highlights the OPA's commitment to providing meaningful and understandable information to its citizens, ensuring transparency, and accountability in the public sector.

2. **Financial Reporting**
   - Guam, Northern Mariana Islands
   - The SAI is increasing engagement with their PAC and working collaboratively with PAC members to explore how this important body can function more effectively. The SAI has indicated that regular meetings, sufficient resourcing, and clear standing orders will help the Committee to function better and enable closer scrutiny of the financial and performance management of public sector entities.

3. **Collaboration with public entities**
   - Solomon Islands
   - Solomon Islands indicated that only one hearing was held in the past five years. When the hearing was held it had a significant impact on the audit entity and resulted in change to its executive team and ongoing recommendations for improved governance. The SAI is increasing engagement with their PAC and working collaboratively with PAC members to explore how this important body can function more effectively. The SAI has indicated that regular meetings, sufficient resourcing, and clear standing orders will help the Committee to function better and enable closer scrutiny of the financial and performance management of public sector entities.

### Collaborative efforts by SAI

- **Guam, Northern Mariana Islands**
  - The SAI is increasing engagement with their PAC and working collaboratively with PAC members to explore how this important body can function more effectively. The SAI has indicated that regular meetings, sufficient resourcing, and clear standing orders will help the Committee to function better and enable closer scrutiny of the financial and performance management of public sector entities.

- **French Polynesia, New Caledonia**
  - The SAI is increasing engagement with their PAC and working collaboratively with PAC members to explore how this important body can function more effectively. The SAI has indicated that regular meetings, sufficient resourcing, and clear standing orders will help the Committee to function better and enable closer scrutiny of the financial and performance management of public sector entities.

### Observations

- **Burden on audited entities**
  - The SAI has noted that some audited entities are burdened due to the large number of findings and recommendations. The SAI has suggested that a focus on high-risk areas and a prioritization of recommendations could improve the effectiveness of their audit work.

- **Recommendations tracking**
  - The SAI has reported that tracking and monitoring of recommendations is crucial to ensuring accountability. A system for tracking recommendations and ensuring they are implemented is necessary to build trust and improve governance.

### Conclusion

The collaborative efforts by SAI and their respective Public Audit Committees (PAC) are crucial to ensuring transparency, accountability, and improve the quality of public sector management. The SAI and their PACs must continue to work together to address the challenges faced by public entities and promote good governance practices.
Review of public performance management system links public servants’ salaries and implementation of audit recommendations
Tonga

The Tongan Public Service Commission sought to improve the quality of its public governance by initiating a review of public sector salaries pursuant to their public performance management system. In the review, the Commission linked extension of CEO contracts and salary increases to CEO performance. Annual salary reviews now include evaluation of whether the CEO’s public entity endorsed audit recommendations identified in the year under review. It also links complaints received by the Ombudsman. While these steps were not popular initially across the public sector, making these linkages has demonstrably lifted the importance of public integrity and public accountability in Tonga.

Public sector integrity agencies collaborate
Samoa

In 2017, SAI Samoa introduced an informal network known as the Samoa Integrity Organisation Network (SION), co-led with the Office of the Ombudsman. This network includes other government integrity agencies such as the Office of the Attorney General, Public Service Commission, Ministry of Finance, Central Bank of Samoa, Ministry of Customs and Revenue, Office of the Electoral Commission, Ministry of Justice and Courts Administration, Office of the Clerk and Legislative Assembly, Ministry of Police, Ministry of Public Enterprises. The SION meets at least quarterly to share intelligence. SAI Samoa also partners with these agencies to provide educational awareness and training about upholding integrity and combating corruption.

The SAI has also developed an MOU with the Ministry of Police enabling the SAI’s Special Audit Unit and Certified Fraud Examiners to do forensic audits to assist Police prosecute financial crimes.

Collaborative efforts with Public Sector Integrity Agencies
American Samoa

The Acting Territorial Auditor heads the Government’s Ethics Committee.

Enforcements agencies act on audit report finding of ministerial fraud
Tonga

Irregularities reported by the Tonga Office of the Auditor-General (TOAG) from a routine audit of a technical and vocational institute resulted in the Supreme Court of Tonga finding a couple guilty of defrauding more than T$500,000 of government grants. The case involved a serving Cabinet Minister, a former Cabinet Minister with a previous bribery conviction, forgery, false pretenses, systemic fraud, witness tampering, a private school, and a beauty pageant. The SAI supported the Police’s further investigation, and the couple were charged in 2018. The trial in the Supreme Court concluded in June 2021. The SAI Head was pleased with the court’s decision, saying “This outcome sends a message that we bring transparency to public financial management to achieve good governance.”

Development partner and SAI promote legal process to effect change
Marshall Islands

As part of the SAI’s new Strategic Plan, one of the country’s development partners commended the work of the SAI and requested that the SAI conduct more performance and compliance audits of their funded programs. They also acknowledged the SAI using its subpoena power to compel the supply of accounting records from one non-cooperative government entity.

SAI effort supports enforcement agencies to deliver
Palau

The SAI works closely with the Office of the Special Prosecutor (OSP) on prosecuting corruption in government and the public is very supportive of this work. The OSP often uses the SAI office to interview witnesses and suspects. The SAI also assists OSP investigators by explaining financial documentation. In addition, the SAI has on multiple occasions been summoned to testify in court as an expert witness in cases of corruption.

Citizens need information to assess the proper use of authority, along with the skills (and safety) to voice their concerns, either individually or collectively, to hold public officials to account.

Given their mandates, SAIs are natural allies of citizens exercising public scrutiny. The work of a SAI provides the necessary technical and financial information for citizens to voice their preferences and influence government decisions that affect public welfare.

Citizen engagement can strengthen independent oversight institutions and enhance accountability. SAIs recognise that locally led, issue-driven, citizen-centric voices are a powerful transformative force.

Learning to work together, to respect the rights and responsibilities of both citizens and SAIs, and to play complementary roles, takes time.

For Public Auditors to be effective, SAIs require citizen participation, citizen educators (such as the media), as well as citizen advocates, mobilisers, and researchers (such as Civil Society Organisations).

“Transparency is the vaccine for corruption. The rules of governance work when citizens can see who’s breaking them.”
Bono

PART 4
Public participation

Ensuring that government works for the public good requires informed, organised, active, and peaceful citizen participation. Citizens must, therefore, understand ideas about citizenship and the role they play to support good governance and accountability.
Widening our reach

Ready access to public information is fundamental to promoting a culture of transparency and enabling civic engagement.

In 2016, 74% of SAIs did not have a communication strategy and lacked channels and tools to engage in productive communication with the legislature, the media, or with society. To date, PASAI has supported 13 SAIs to develop key messages for citizens in their Stakeholder Engagement Strategies.

We found that, in 2022, 90% of SAIs use their website as the primary place for the public to learn about what they do or to access an audit report.¹⁰ This growth, from 68% in 2016, is impressive when we consider that 75% of SAIs do not have a communications budget, and for the five SAIs that do, the communications budgets range between 2.5–4% of SAI total budget.¹⁷

Websites continue to be the primary mechanism for SAIs to share information, although since 2016 there has been growth in the number of SAIs using other communication platforms or channels. We found average growth of communications channels used by SAIs to disseminate audit reports has increased by 155% since 2016 (see Figure 3). A critical consideration is the timing of when the SAI’s audit findings can be shared with the public. For 47% of SAIs, statutory rules prevent the publication of audit findings until after the audit report has been tabled in Parliament.³²

Ideally, submission of SAI reports to the Speaker of the House/Senate would trigger the information becoming publicly available. In practice, a citizen’s access to information may be delayed by the audited public entity, the PAC, or the practice of government officials.

For example, in Vanuatu, the Right to Information Act empowers public entities to manage the release of audit recommendations to the public. The risk of this practice is that it raises concern for the integrity of information provided by the audited public entity. The Cook Islands example set out on page 13 of this report provides a good example of how a SAI has dealt with this issue.

WWW

90% of SAIs have their own website.

53% of SAIs have authority to publish audit results immediately.

21% of respondents said they experienced publication delays due to parliamentary processes.

25% of SAIs have a communications budget.

ZERO SAIs surveyed public perceptions of effectiveness.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>% of SAI usage in 2016</th>
<th>% of SAI usage in 2022</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social media</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>327%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press release/press conference</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>131%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National radio</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>136%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV broadcast</td>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>3 SAIs*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAI’s website</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>84%*</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitoring

| Client stakeholder survey | 11% | 16% | 45% |

Footnotes:

¹ Data sourced from SAI PMF report 2022. Note this report excludes French Polynesia and New Caledonia. On this basis, these two SAIs are excluded from the percentage increase comparison.

² Two out of 19 SAIs used social media in 2016, including Chuuk and Yap. By 2022, nine out of 19 SAIs use social media. The additional eleven SAIs are American Samoa, FSM National, Chuuk, Pohnpei, Yap, Fiji, Guam, Kiribati, and Samoa.

³ Three out of 19 SAIs made press releases or held press conferences in 2016, including the Cook Islands, Pohnpei New Guinea, and Solomon Islands. In 2022, this grew by four out of 19 SAIs, including FSM National, Chuuk, Pohnpei, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, and Tuvalu. It is interesting to note that the three SAIs that did this in 2016 were not in a position to continue to hold press conferences in 2022: Key personnel changes and budget limitations may account for this.

⁴ Two out of 19 SAIs used radio to publicise audit findings in 2016, including Yap and Solomon Islands. In 2022, this grew to seven out of 19 SAIs, including Chuuk, Pohnpei, Guam, Kiribati, and Tuvalu.

⁵ Fiji, Nauru, and Samoa provide live broadcasts of their Parliamentary sessions.

⁶ In 2016, 13 out of 19 used their SAI website to publish audit reports, including FSM National. Pohnpei, Yap, Fiji, Guam, Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, and Tuvalu. This grew to 16 out of 19 in 2022, including three additional SAIs: American Samoa, the Cook Islands, and Tonga.

⁷ Data sourced from SAI PMF report 2022. Note this report excludes French Polynesia and New Caledonia. On this basis, these two SAIs are excluded from the percentage increase comparison.

⁸ In 2016 two out of 19 SAIs carried out client stakeholder surveys, including Fiji and Guam. This grew by one SAI in 2022 to include Fiji, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Marshall Islands.
Citizen engagement

Pacific Islanders can report allegations of corruption directly to a SAI through their website, by email, or by post. Dedicated fraud hotlines are common throughout the Micronesian sub-region, where citizens can contact the hotline directly to report instances of wrongdoing.¹³ The other sub-regions encourage citizens to use the feedback options on the SAI website.¹⁴ However, SAIs are increasingly aware of the need to engage citizens in proactive, rather than reactive, ways.

Community outreach events featured in many SAIs Stakeholder Engagement Strategies as a valuable way to enhance community awareness and engagement in fighting corruption. The Office of the National Public Auditor (ONPA) of the Federated States of Micronesia conducted four outreach activities in Pohnpei state in 2022. The events took place in local churches, immediately after the morning church services, and consisted of a slideshow presentation on the duties, responsibilities, and outputs of the ONPA. Community feedback was invited on findings from recent audits. A summary of these events can be found on the ONPA Facebook page.

We found several examples of SAIs proactively seeking citizen input in the annual audit planning phase. For example, via SAI Guam’s website, citizens are invited to submit potential audit topics and prioritise particular matters of concern. In cases where SAI Guam anticipates the publicly selected matters will produce findings or recommendations that might affect the wider public, these issues are built into their audit programs and resourcing plans.

Of the SAIs that reported they do not proactively engage citizens in their audit process, 63% plan to do so in the future, but this is dependent on adequate resourcing and available communications capability.¹⁵

Media

SAIs reported that what is reported on in the media is a key source of information to help them find out what issues are of importance to the public.

Of the SAIs we surveyed, 43% have direct contact with the media in publicising audit findings.¹⁶

Two SAIs (Samoa and Tonga) reported that they provide training to the media on the interpretation and use of audit reports. This is an effective way to assist the media to understand how to interpret the technical aspects of audit findings.

We found that 70% of the 21 SAIs surveyed seek to stay informed of issues being debated by local or international media and consider the issues identified when designing their work program.

Some SAIs are also engaging directly with the media to inform their work program. For example, SAI Marshall Islands recently sought feedback from the media in the development of their five-year strategic plan. The head of the main newspaper was requested to fill out a questionnaire outlining their expectations and the issues that they view as important to the public. The response to the questionnaire showed the value placed by this stakeholder in the work of the SAI, both in respect to financial and performance audits. They noted that they found performance audits particularly helpful to identify how public money is spent by government ministries, whether these programs provided the results that were expected of them, and whether the funds were used for the specific purposes they were approved for.

Those from the media who provided feedback on SAI work programs found the process to be an extremely beneficial way to engage directly with the SAI and were impressed that the SAI was taking the time to genuinely engage with stakeholders. Their view was that through two-way engagement the strategic plan could be communicated clearly and mutual accountability and transparency goals could be identified.

New Caledonia’s Chamber of Accounts goes a step further and holds a press conference to present their annual activity report. They also produce a press statement and a summary for each of their audit reports, which is sent to press contacts by mail at the same time as the SAI publishes the report on their website. They have found that this is a good way to ensure that the key messages are easy for the media to find, and the issues identified are well understood by the media.
Civil Society Organisations (CSOs)

We found that only 24% of SAIs currently collaborate with at least one CSO.³⁷

As we investigated why engagement with CSOs is so low, it became apparent that SAIs felt time-poor, overstretched, and under-resourced when asked to consider what effective engagement with CSOs might look like. Like the media, CSOs play a vital role in promoting a culture of accountability and transparency in our societies. Transparency can be enhanced through the engagement of CSOs at various levels, including in the budget process and through the delivery of services to the community on behalf of government.

SAI Pohnpei said that it surveyed the effectiveness of their engagement with CSOs. The SAI reported that this helped them to better understand how the CSO perceives their engagement and the value of the work of the SAI. It also enables them to better respond to the needs of these stakeholders, and find out how their work might have greater impact.

However, the level of engagement by CSOs and the private sector with the budget process is an area that requires awareness, involvement, and strengthening. CSOs and Non-Governmental Organisations with a good understanding of the principles of accountability and transparency significantly influence the extent to which an open culture exists in Pacific jurisdictions.

We are pleased to report that there is increasing interest by SAIs to engage CSOs in the accountability chain and to empower CSOs with information that helps to activate more public discussion about government and its relationships with citizens. While collaborations between SAIs and CSOs remain low, SAI understanding of the importance of these interactions is evident and many SAIs expressed a desire for training in order to undertake such engagement effectively.

Case study: The Civil Society Forum of Tonga

On 19 May 2022, the Tonga Office of the Auditor General (TOAG) participated in a polokalama (discussion forum) on the country’s public finance management (PFM) system. The Civil Society Forum of Tonga (CSFT) organised and hosted the forum, which was a closing event for the Strengthening of Public Finance Management and Governance in the Pacific project. This project was funded by the European Union and implemented by the United Nations Development Programme in close consultation with the Pacific Islands Association of Non-Government Organisations (PIANGO). Twenty-four participants from community organisations, NGOs, and a women’s group attended the forum. Its purpose was to gather and engage all the stakeholders for them to have a better understanding of the PFM system, share the lessons learnt from assessing the system, and discuss methods for improvement.

It was an important forum for the CSFT as it seeks to engage more with key public sector organisations in the PFM system, such as the Auditor-General, Members of Parliament, and the Prime Minister’s Office. It was also an opportunity for CSOs and community groups to better understand their right to public finance information and having their voice heard on matters related to public funds. The forum was livestreamed on Facebook and broadcast on radio. The question and answer session was a critical part in leading participants to a more thorough understanding of Tonga’s Parliament Constituency Fund (these are funds allocated to Parliamentarians to use at their discretion). TOAG considers this opportunity to engage more with CSOS and community groups a huge success.

“Civil society organizations (CSOs) are a vehicle through which citizens can aggregate their interests, voice their preference, and exercise the power necessary to affect sustained change.

However, this requires CSOs learning to work together and to play a variety of complementary political roles that include acting as watchdogs; advocates; mobilizers; educators; researchers; infomediaries; and policy analysts.”

The National Democratic Institute

Case study: Pohnpei collaborates with Youth 4 Change on anti-corruption and fraud detection

The Pohnpei Office of the Public Auditor (POPA) partnered with Youth 4 Change Inc. (Y4C) to deliver an Anti-Corruption project in 2020.

It started when Y4C received a grant to implement an anti-corruption project. The Y4C Director approached POPA’s Investigative Advisor to assist in the project. POPA’s role is to collaborate and join with civil societies on anti-corruption measures and on their fraud awareness and prevention program. The SAI’s part focused on training and awareness activities, mentoring, and advocacy work on anti-corruption. It includes training and bringing awareness to young people on the impacts of corruption and POPA’s role in fighting and reducing corruption in government. The following are some of their joint activities during the first phase of the project:

1. Advisory work on training the trainers.
2. Education against corruption – visiting all schools, including private schools, to conduct advocacy and anti-corruption awareness. This is also part of building ethics and integrity in the next generation.
3. Team up at the FSM Government Conferences as part of empowering youth participation in Government.
4. Join other youth groups in marking International Anti-Corruption Day, where they raised awareness through talent competitions, such as songs, skits, or video clips.
5. Promotional materials – Y4C assisted POPA in updating their hotline flyer – POPA has an existing Fraud Hotline where citizens can call suspicious activities of fraud, waste, and mismanagement in the Pohnpei State Government.

The world needs young leaders. Engaging young people’s awareness on corruption issues creates community responsibility. As stated by POPA’s Investigative Advisor, “Partnering with Y4C was a great experience working with the leaders of tomorrow. The greatest impact of the joint work was being able to observe the members implement what they learned in real life. The moral attitudes and capabilities they acquire from the program will enable them to succeed.” The project turned out to be a great success among the community and the youth.

(Source: From SAI Pohnpei 2020 highlights: Fraud awareness and prevention: collaborating with civil societies on anti-corruption and fraud detection article featured in the PASAI December 2020 newsletter).
“Pacific auditors working together”